Abstract. Occlusion detection and automatic adaption of a generic pedestrian detector to a specific scene are difficult problems in intelligent monitoring. When a detector trained in a specific scene is applied on a new scene, its accuracy will decrease greatly. To solve this problem, we propose a new detection algorithm in which motion regions of interest based on motion information are obtained quickly by a flash-bit computing method. Also we focus on the case in which a single target converts to be a difficult one due to multiple overlapping between pedestrians. Key points with BRISK feature which computed and saved before are used to match difficult targets in occlusions. Normed proposals which proved to have higher confidence are used to correct the location and shape of detection windows, results in a five percent increasing of detection accuracy. Results of comparative experiments of five different detectors on three motion pedestrian datasets show that proposed algorithm achieves not only a real time speed, but also the best accuracy that more than half of difficult targets are detected successfully.
Introduction
In monocular monitoring system, pedestrians are the most important, complex and volatile objects. Currently, focuses of pedestrian detection algorithm include foreground segmentation, pedestrian overlapping and detector adaptability. Over the past decade, remarkable achievements have been made based on sliding window algorithm [1, 2] , such as HOG SVM [3] proposed by Dalal, multi-feature detector [4] produced by Wejek, and integral channel features used in [5] . However, the results from [1] show that efficient classifier requires a lot of positive and negative samples for SVM training, so that improvements in detection accuracy are accompanied with the increased computational costs, and then detector can't adapt to the change of application scene.
In order to improve the efficiency and the adaptability of detector, YANG at al. in [6] propose a fast predicting detection algorithm based on motion information. YANG believes that moving is a commonality of pedestrians in changeable scenes. So they obtain motion regions from scenes firstly, and then predict the positions of pedestrians by a comparison of motion regions in two neighbor images, finally use key points with BRISK feature to verify the correction of predictions. Although the predicting algorithm achieves a real-time detection of speed, but its detection capability is limited by occlusions when applied in crowded scenes. In order to detect pedestrians in occlusions, DPM [7, 8, 9] has been widely used and achieved excellent results. However, the essence of DPM is the training and matching of feature samples in multiple angles, limiting the detection speed just as showed in [2] .
CMT in [10] uses key points to match objects, to a certain extent, solving the detection problems in which objects may be with posture changed and partial occlusion. Detection algorithms based on motion information [6] and key points matching [10] enables faster operation efficiency but lacks credibility slightly when compared to detection algorithms using features [3, 4, 5] . BING [11] in CVPR 2014 obtains the best performance in generic object detection. It realizes an amazing real-time speed: 300 images could be detected per second on a popular PC, and recalls 96.2% objects with only 1000 proposals. So BING is ideally suited as a final classifier to enhance the credibility of detection.
In this paper we proposed a new algorithm to detect moving pedestrians based on motion information, normed proposals and key points matching. According to foreground segmentation algorithms [6, 12, 13] , the pose, position and background of a same pedestrian in two neighbor video frames may not change significantly. So we proposed a new method to obtain motion regions of interest by a flash-bit computing method. A motion region of interest which initialized in the first image is considered to contain a single target only. If a region only contains a single target, key points with BRISK feature [14] in this region are computed and saved. When a single target converts to be a difficult one due to obstructions and overlaps, the difficulty of the detection will increase significantly. Inspired by the CMT [10] , the key points saved before are used to match difficult target, resulting in more than half of pedestrians in occlusions are detected successfully. We prove that normed proposals with width 2 m and height 2 n have more confidence than motion regions, so that the normed proposals outputted by BING [11] are selected partly to correct the location and shape of detection windows. Experiments on three different datasets show that the algorithm proposed in this paper not only improves the detection accuracy, but also achieves a real-time speed in comparison with other four algorithms including HOG SVM [3] .
Methodology
Moving Regions of Interest. Moving pedestrian can be divided into two categories: the single targets and difficult targets. A single target may convert to be a difficult one due to obstructions and overlaps in the process of its movement. Our algorithm is divided into three parts as: obtaining moving regions of interest, matching difficult targets by key points, correting detection by normed proposals. Given a sequence of images As shown in Fig.1 , a single target converts to be difficult one due to obstructions ( Fig. 1(b) ) and overlaps ( Fig. 1(c) ). When the case occurs, the shape and center point of the region in t MRoi will change significantly in two neighbor images. We calculate the displacement of a same moving region in two images by Eq. (2). 
, dx dy identify the displacement of the region together. We find that if a single target converts to be difficult one due to obstructions, the displacement of the target may not be large but its shape changes significantly ( Fig. 1(b) ) when compared to Fig. 1(a) . However, when overlapping, both the displacement and shape of the single target change significantly, just as showed in Fig. 1(c) . We update the value of Ch by Eq. (3).
C  is an adjustment coefficient which related with the amount of obstructions and the density of pedestrians. Although we discuss above two different occurrences, but we use a same algorithm named KPM to match difficult targets. So when the sum result of displacement and shape is bigger than threshold Ch Th , we believe that the case occurs and then update the value of identifier Ch . As shown in Fig.2 , we get moving regions of interest by above flash-bit computing method on three different datasets. In dataset PETS2010 V1 and V6, the background and pedestrians' shape are simple, the effect of motion regions detection is obvious. However, in database Video Seq, the lights and shadows have significantly bad effects on the detection of MRoi , resulting in poor motion detection. Figure. 2 Single targets and difficult targets are surrounded by a red rectangle in three different datasets PETS2010 V1, V6 and Video Seq. Moving binarized images are obtained by the flash-bit computing method. Normed Proposals. We can roughly estimate the location of pedestrians by motion information. However, due to changes of lights and shadows in background, the regions which contain targets may drift and expend significantly, resulting in wrong labeling of pedestrian. In view of those uncertain changes with drifting and expending, normed proposals outputted by BING algorithm are used to correct the shape and location of detection windows.
The normed proposal refers to a detection window which in a fixed value of width and height. In this paper, we size the proposal' width in 2 m and height in 2 n , and then BING algorithm [11] is used to output those normed proposals.
Do those normed proposals have high confidence on matching targets? The PASCAL criteria in [1] are used to determine the correctness of a matching between a detection window 0  and a ground truth bounding box 1  . The matching is considered correct only if the overlapping ratio of 0  and 1  are above a threshold, as shown in Eq. (4).
If the bottom left point of 0  and 1  are overlapped totally on a coordinate system, then we find four positional relationships between 0  and 1  , just as shown in Fig. 3(a) . 
Type B:
Since 2 n h  , a sufficient condition of Eq. (6) is deduced as follows: 
Type C: ) in the area of  . We get normed proposals NP outputted by BING algorithm on three datasets, and get detection rates between NP and ground truth bounding boxes g R by calculating whether they meet the PASCAL criteria or not. As shown in Fig.4 (a) , the detection rate of first NP is only 10%, but with the amount of NP increasing from 1 to 450, the detection rate increases quickly and eventually reaches at more than 96.5%.
In addition, we assume that the width and height of a pedestrian are both between 16 and 512 pixels, so the value of m and n are both between 4 and 9. For each ground truth bounding box with a width w and a height h, we use a sliding window method in which a normed detection window starting at the point (0.5w, 0.5h) and then sliding in a step of 8 pixels. We get the proportions of pedestrians matched by above normed sliding window method and pedestrians in occlusions, just as shown in Fig.4 (b) . The proportions of pedestrians which can be matched by normed sliding windows are similar to 99%, and pedestrians in occlusions are above 52%. After comparing Fig.4 (a) to Fig. 4 (b), we draw a conclusion that the normed proposals outputted by BING have high confidence on the matching of pedestrians, even all the pedestrians in occlusions can be matched successfully. 
Where SEL are the collection of those selected NP , j center , j w , j h are the center, width and height of each selected NP . As shown in Fig.5 , the moving regions which corrected by selected normed proposals still contain pedestrians well. 
Where k p refers to the key point position in absolute image coordinates of t I , k n is an index descriptor and kp N are the amount of key points in t i
MRoi . The pose and angle of a same pedestrian in two neighbor images will not change significantly, but after a long time movement, there may exists obvious pose rotation and change in background. So we update the unit of key points UKP in each single region continuously until the moment in which the region converts to be a difficult one. In that converting moment, we stop updating key points and record the unit of key points as MRoi .
In next s frames, in order to find out the target which have converted to be a difficult one in , indicating that the target can be matched; otherwise, the difficult target is in a serious occlusion and could not be matched.
For each key point in t Ch
MRoi , we compute the hamming distances as Eq. (14).
Then we choose the median value of humming distances as the displacement of . We name the algorithm described above as KPM. When compared to CMT [10] in detail, KPM has three differences listed as follows:
(1) CMT is a single target matching algorithm. However, KPM are aimed at matching difficult targets, and several difficult targets may exist at the same time.
(2) The unit of key points in CMT is initialized at frame 1 and would not be updated in the next image sequences. However, in KPM, the unit of key points for each single target has been updated until the single target converting to be a difficult one. KPM with an updating strategy can effectively reduce the possibility in which detection window may drift significantly due to the change of pose and obvious angle rotation.
(3) KMP processes key points simply, so that it meets a faster speed than CMT and is more suitable to be applied in pedestrian detection.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed methodology in section 2, we evaluate and compare five different detection algorithms on three different datasets whose statistic are shown in Table 1 . The first algorithm is HOG SVM proposed in [3] , it has been proved to be one of the most optimal detectors on some challenge datasets [1] . The second algorithm is named as Motion, in which each region of interest obtained by the flash-bit computing method (section 2.1) is thought to contain a single target only. The third algorithm is a mixed version of HOG and Motion, in which each moving region of interest is cut out alone and then as an input image of HOG detector.
The fourth algorithm is named as Motion+KPM, in which we use the flash-bit computing method to detect single targets and then use KPM to match difficult targets. The Last algorithm is based on the fourth one, and then normed proposals which proved to have higher confidence are used to correct the shape and location of detector' output windows.
Accuracy Analysis. We plot Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves to evaluate the performance of the five different algorithms described above. MissRate (FN/(FN+TP)) versus FPPW (false positives per window, FP/(FP+TN)) shown on logarithmic scale. The PASCAL criteria in Eq. (4) are used to determine whether the detection windows outputted by each algorithm are matchable with the ground truth bounding boxes of each datasets or not. Figure. 6 Accuracy comparisons on three datasets Fig.6 illustrates that our algorithm Motion+KPM+NP provides the best accuracy on three datasets. Especially, in datasets PETS2010 V1 and V6, KPM matches nearly more than 30% pedestrians compared with Motion. Since the proportion of pedestrians in occlusions is 52% as shown in Fig. 4(b) , and then we conclude that KPM has matched nearly half of the difficult targets successfully. In addition, the detection windows corrected by normed proposals improve nearly 5% accuracy of the detector when Motion+KPM+NP is compared to Motion+KPM. In dataset Video seq, although moving regions are easily affected by the lights and shadows in complex background, our algorithm still achieves a 9% improvement of accuracy when compared to HOG SVM. Motion+HOG, Motion and HOG SVM achieve a similar effect for the reason that classes of moving objects in three datasets are pedestrians basically.
Detection Speed. All the experiments are conducted on a same laptop, equipped with Intel i3 CPU and 4GB memory. Resource code for five algorithms are mixed programmed in Python and C, where HOG and BING are implemented with C language; Motion, KPM and NP are produced by Python language.
Figure. 7 Detection speed comparison As shown in Fig.7 , the fastest one is Motion detector, in which all moving regions of interest are obtained by the flash-bit computing method in Eq. (1). HOG SVM is with least efficient, for the reason that the detection speed of a sliding window detector will decrease significantly when the input image is with a higher resolution and a heavy pedestrian density. Motion+HOG achieves a 1.5 times speed up than HOG SVM, because of the input images of the detector are those moving regions cut from the image, to some extent, decreasing the size of the target image. The speed of Motion+KPM is little slower than motion, for the reason that the processing time of KPM will increase significantly when scene is crowed as in dataset PETS2010 V1. NP using those normed proposals outputted by BING, thanks to the amazing speed of BING (300fps), it has little effect on the total speed of Motion+KPM+NP. In a medium density surveillance video, Motion+KPM+NP achieves a acceptable real-time speed with the value of 13.6fps and with the best accuracy, so that it is suitably applied in a medium density monitoring environment. (1); the light green circles are the corresponding key points in KPM used to find out difficult targets; light yellow bounding boxes are those normed proposals which are selected to correct the shape and location of detection windows; blue bounding boxes are the finally output detection windows of the Motion+KPM+NP.For a better view, only part of those selected normed proposals (in light yellow color) and final output window (in blue color) are shown in images.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented an algorithm for the detection of single targets and difficult targets in occlusions. Firstly the flash-bit computing method is used to obtain moving regions of interest quickly, and then key points are updated and saved for matching difficult targets, finally normed proposals which proved to have high confidence are used to correct the location and shape of the detection windows. Compared to other algorithm, our algorithm achieves greater accuracy in which half of difficult targets are detected successfully and meets a real-time processing speed.
In further work we will strengthen the adaptive capacity of our detector, for better improvement accuracy in complex application environments, in which background may changes frequently and density may be heavier.
